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Lauren Conrad, star of the hit MTV reality series The Hills, brings her insider knowledge to

Infamous, the exciting finale to her New York Times bestselling Fame Game series.Kate and

Carmen are about to become big stars, but they're going to have to survive some backstage drama

first. And Madison is learning hard lessons about fame as she deals with backstabbing "friends" and

family, out-of-control paparazzi, and a scandal reported in every tabloid.For anyone who has ever

wondered what it is like to make it in Hollywood, Infamous is full of dishy details about young

Hollywood and the realities of becoming famousÃ¢â‚¬â€•by the bestselling author of the L.A. Candy

series, Lauren Conrad Style, and Lauren Conrad Beauty.
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Lauren Conrad is a good author, it's kinda interesting to read about all the things that can go on

behind the scenes of reality tv. And I think people like to try to figure out which incidences in the



book may have happened in real life as Lauren was filming the series and which are made up. And

also who each character in the book resembles which cast member from the tv series. For some

reason with this particular book, I have been reading it on and off since I ordered it the night it was

released. Ususally I will pretty much read a book start to finish. These books are a good series tho,

and I'd recomend buying them. I also like to see how the characters evolve thru the series. Madalyn

reminds me of Heidi, only it seems Madalyn may actually have a heart and change for the better.

Go ahead and order the book, see what you think!

Lauren Conrad did it again! I have always been a fan of hers since Laguna Beach & I'm happy she's

branching out into writing. I may be a bit biased, but Lauren can do no wrong. I love how each

series tied well into one another & each left a place in end for more to come. If LC is writing more

books, I can't wait for them to come!!

The characters and their back stories were great. It felt real.I liked how it was set up so you could

understand the inner workings of reality TV. I would definitely refer this series.

Entartaining and super easy to read... great for summer reading... and the other two books that

come before this one also...

I wanted to give it 5 stars but i felt like the book just ended with much left unanswered which

surprised me given thats now the other books ended but im a huge Lauren Conrad fan through and

through so i give it props. Quick read since you cant put it down once you start.

loved it --hope she continues the saga

Lauren Conrad is so creative! Love her books!

Lauren is an okay author but the books are exciting. Maybe for a teenager.
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